Author’s note:

Due to the dynamic nature of the World Wide Web,
some URL’s in “A Peace Story” may become
temporarily inactive during upgrading of the linked webpages.
Kindly refer to www.MUM.edu and www.TM.org for
similar information and research on “The Maharishi Effect”, and
on “Transcendental Meditation” and “Yogic Flying”.

Note: Web addresses for all hyper-linked text may be
found also in the Special Annex and Special Appendix sections
of “A Peace Story”.

For Yuntao, Ling Lu and
future friends…

“Yogic Flying Under the St. Louis Arch”
TM

*

… from the story
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“A Peace Story”
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Plates
“Yogic Flying at the St. Louis Gateway Arch”
A constructed image
“Nathaniel and Deborah Yogic Flying in Central Park”
Sculpture, unfired clay; 2009
“I Love Transcendental Meditation.org”
A badge or bumper sticker
“The Gateway Arch - Jefferson Expansion Memorial Park,
St. Louis, Missouri”
A U.S. National Monument
“Yogic Flying Over the Great Wall of China”
An illustration, mixed method
“First Trans-America Yogic Flying Peace Excursion”
A constructed image
“Yogic Flying in New York City”
A constructed image
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“In the future, men will be
able to speak of war only in
the past tense.”

Preface
Yogic Flying, or levitation, has been described in the
writings and in the religious texts of mankind for
hundreds of years. This short story is an attempt to
cast that inner ability of each human being in a
modern-day setting.
A wealth of research is now available on the ageless
procedures of the Vedic (vey-dik) tradition of India.
My favorite sources on that ancient knowledge have
been offered here for your enjoyment and education,
and as supplemental to the story.
Now please find, in this second edition of “A Peace
Story”, access to many important Vedic research
papers. These include a growing number of “model6

expanding” studies performed in coordination with
nationally-recognized researchers at collaborating
universities and institutions, and published in
leading peer-reviewed journals in the U.S. and
world-wide. URL’s and corresponding hyperlinks to
this research may be found in the “Annex”.
Kindly note: The terms Transcendental Meditation
and TM, TM-Sidhi and Yogic Flying, and the names
Maharishi University of Management (MUM),
Consciousness-Based Education and Vedic Science
are service marks of Maharishi Vedic Education
Development Corporation (MVED), a respected nonprofit educational organization.
No association exists between any fictional aspect of
this story and MVED, nor hopefully is inferred. Any
invented story characters and situations depicted
within “A Peace Story” are of this author’s creation
alone.
Also, certain advanced applications of levitation
described herein are, of course, not recommended by
the author for attempting at the current time.
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Instruction in the Transcendental Meditation-SidhiTM
program, including Yogic Flying, is available in
many countries in the world today. +
Finally and importantly, I would like to say that the
Transcendental MeditationTM technique of Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi is the most valuable procedure for
self-development you will ever learn to practice. To
discover the Transcendental Meditation, or “TM”TM
technique for yourself, please visit
http://www.tm.org or telephone 1-888-Learn TM
(532-7686) in the U.S.A. International centers for
instruction in the TM program are available, as well,
by visiting:
http://www.tm.org/choose-your-country

To explore the rich past of literature on levitation,
please refer to “The Complete Book of Yogic
Flying” by Dr. Craig Pearson, Executive VicePresident of Maharishi University of Management.
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Thank you,
Bill Torrington
February 25, 2013
--------------+

Transcendental Meditation and TM-SidhiTM Programs:
http://www.mum.edu
http://www.tm.org
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Introduction
“Even a little of this dharma delivers from great fear.”
- Vedic Texts

“A Peace Story” was written during the time of the
United States war in Iraq. Produced primarily as a
work of future fiction, its inspiration yet lies in
scientific findings about the true possibility of
creating world peace -- published in 1988 in the
esteemed source, Journal of Conflict Resolution of
Yale University 2 . (See Chart 2 in Special Appendix)
In the clear light of the dawning age it describes, “A
Peace Story” remains today an important parable -about the availability to mankind of a powerful
“peace advantage”, currently being optimized; and
about the deep wisdom of now examining all aspects
of the time-honored Vedic knowledge of India, as
re-formulated in this modern age by His Holiness
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
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One instance of success in this scientific approach to
past wisdom is the exciting research on the
Transcendental Meditation technique. A recent
study, for example, shows this simple yet reliable
procedure to be yielding quick and lasting relief, for
our now thankfully returning troops of combat, from
otherwise indelible Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 3.
I hope you enjoy the special Vedic resources and
features incorporated into this new edition of “A
Peace Story”. These include:






a short video about Consciousness-BasedSM
Education – as inspired by Maharishi School of
the Age of Enlightenment in Fairfield, Iowa, and
as presented in the popular venue, YouTube (7:19)
access to many published studies on the
powerful tool for world peace known of as the
Maharishi Effect (also see Yale, below);
and several lively descriptions of the astonishing
performance of Yogic Flying -- including my
own first humble renderings, in various media,
of that exalted practice.
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In closing, I encourage you to investigate also the
great Vedic potentiality, introduced in this short
novel, of spontaneous global disarmament -- in order
to better understand that what can happen for the
world ... is now happening!
May we meet someday on the other side of war.
Bill Torrington, B.F.A., B.Ed.
St. Louis, Missouri
--------------2 – “International Peace Project in the Middle East: The
Effects of the Maharishi Technology of the Unified Field”
Journal of Conflict Resolution 32 (pp. 776-812), 1988
Yale University (also see in Annex)
3 – “Operation Warrior Wellness” - An Evidence-Based
Approach to Treating Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
http://www.operationwarriorwellness.org/our-story.html
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Nathaniel and Deborah”

“Nathaniel and Deborah in Central Park”
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“Three stages of yogic flying are described in the Vedic
texts of India -- moving forward and returning to earth;
remaining stationary, and not returning to earth; and
moving forward – or in any direction – and not returning
to earth.”
-

Author

Chapter One

“On War…”
Nathaniel Turner knew exactly what he had to do.
Nathaniel was an expert yogic flyer. He had
practiced this advanced procedure of Transcendental
Meditation in the “Golden Domes of Pure
Knowledge” at Maharishi University of Management
in Fairfield, Iowa, U.S.A.
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Something had attracted Nathaniel to this special
school when he had returned home from the United
States war in Iraq in 2003, a decorated Marine.
Nathaniel had lost a hand in that conflict. He had
thought also that he had lost his peace.
But at “MUM”, the daily routine of outward study
coupled with the inward exploration of
consciousness during his practice of Transcendental
Meditation 4 had restored to Nathaniel that peace.
Yet now, that terrible and distant struggle had grown
into a single interest fight which threatened to
enflame the world! Nathaniel knew the power of that
interest and of its backers -- the power to extend war
forever!
For a long time, Nathaniel had formulated his plan.
The main problem for him had always been what to
use to implement it.
In the end, Nathaniel had relied upon the expertise of
the young engineers at his new manufacturing firm
in St. Louis, Missouri. Together with him, they had
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created an inflatable flying pad: a portable landing
surface for first-stage “yogic flying” -- as rigid as
high-density foam, when employed; yet very light
and compact when stowed in an average-sized
backpack.
The problem in the world, Nathaniel had realized,
was not that there weren’t enough yogic flyers to
stop war itself.
Already, the calming influence of the “Maharishi
Effect” – the fabled first-fruits of yogic flying
practice – had increased social accord, and had even
quelled international violence and conflict during 50
rigorous studies. Test applications of this scientific
formula for peace – utilizing advanced time-series
analysis – had been successfully conducted for
several years 5.
Indeed, some scientists were actually now
suggesting that a dangerous Middle East regional
war had been averted in 2006 by the rapid defusing
of the violent Israeli-Lebanese incursion that year -through the group application 6 of yogic flying
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during the historic “Invincible America Assembly”,
begun in Iowa that July.
The main challenge, however, in Nathaniel’s mind
wasn’t one of just stopping wars. It was, instead, in
finding a method to permanently neutralize fear.
Only with such a tool could one then battle the
influence of the fear-mongers. As they themselves
knew, without fear there was no basis for the
production of arms -- or for the great stimulus
gained in arms selling.
But to generate this size of an effect, and then to
maintain it perpetually, a virtual army of yogic
flying peace-creators would be needed.
That was Nathaniel’s purpose as he set out this day:
to create as many practitioners of Maharishi’s
Transcendental Meditation in the world, as quickly
as possible – and thereby, in just a short time, to
ensure the formation of that “yogic flying peace
force”.
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“All the kindness which a man puts out into the world
works on the heart and thoughts of mankind.”
- Albert Schweitzer

Chapter Two

“Nathaniel’s Plan”
As he walked across the grounds of the Jefferson
Expansion Memorial Park in downtown St. Louis,
Nathaniel gazed out at the Mississippi River. For
thousands of years that vast inland waterway had
flowed past this spot without a sound.
Nathaniel knew that his plan, too, must be performed
in silence.
On his breast, Nathaniel wore a button that read, “I
Love TM.org”. His proposed scheme, Nathaniel felt,
would generate all the awareness that was needed
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about Transcendental Meditation, or “TM”. The
trick then would be in channeling that awareness
toward a further venue of education on that subject.
The excellent Transcendental Meditation program
website – www.tm.org – would do well for that!

At that website, guests would be able to look up
published studies on Transcendental Meditation to
match their needs or interests. And equally important
– via that educational site – these “researchers”
could also access information on the advanced
technique of Yogic Flying -- and the remarkable
personal benefits gained through its practice.
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Indeed – if Nathaniel's plan was a success – these
aspirants would finally discover by the millions that
the Transcendental Meditation and “TM-Sidhi”
programs, including yogic flying, are the most
studied procedures for unfolding health and for
developing personal well-being in history 8.
And notably – utilizing that special web address –
these visitors would locate research, as well, on the
“peace-promoting” effects of the group practice of
yogic flying: how, when a gathering of individuals
equal in number to the square root of one percent of
the surrounding population performs this special
program together in one location, reductions are seen
in crime and other suffering – including terrorism
and open warfare – for that area: for a city or a town,
for a state or province ... or even, with an adequatesized assembly of yogic flyers, for an entire country.
And lastly, those fortunate readers would find
compelling evidence 9 demonstrating that with a
sufficiently-large participation of yogic flying
experts practicing their great technique together, this
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effect toward increased peace could be created for
the world as a whole.

That’s all that is needed, Nathaniel thought, as he
stood looking up at the magnificent St. Louis
Gateway Arch this day.
This deep knowledge, he had argued for years, was
what every individual in society should be given
right away.
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And it was all so available -- through the “gateway”
of one simple URL ... if only somehow the world
could learn of that special internet address.
That was Nathaniel’s plan today.
Extracting now a pair of new flying pads from his
backpack, Nathaniel sat down directly beneath the
Arch. Quietly, he pressed the “Inflate” buttons on his
matching units …
Quickly they expanded into a set of firm cushions,
four feet by four feet each in size.
The spring sun slanted northeast between the legs of
the St. Louis Arch, warming Nathaniel's body ... as
he positioned himself on one of the pads, and then
adjusted the other.
Under the Arch passers-by saw, that afternoon, a
trim-bodied man lift into the air in a dramatic leap
… and land five feet away!
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Then, he turned slowly and did it again.
A small crowd began to gather immediately. There
was whispered discussion ... and excited words of
explanation! Some had seen this before -- on TV
news reports about Maharishi University of
Management. But none had yet seen it in person.
Nor had they experienced its surprising effect.
A feeling of serenity came over the gathering, along
with a sense of the greatest import about what was
happening.
This, they felt, was a moment in history.
The next day, Nathaniel returned to the St. Louis
Arch grounds to repeat his performance.
By the end of Nathaniel’s third day of public flying,
news had reached the offices of the St. Louis Post
Dispatch newspaper. In the possibility of his making
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a fourth appearance, a reporter was sent the
following afternoon to interview Nathaniel.
However, at the end of his twenty-minute yogic
flying session that day – and after lying down for a
short period of further silence – Nathaniel simply
stood up, placed his open palm against the palm of
his prosthetic hand … and said the words, “Jai Guru
Dev!”
This photo was included the next morning in the
Post Dispatch's second-page article about
Nathaniel’s public yogic flying -- and was
accompanied, on the following page, by a close-up
of his “I Love TM.org” button.
Two days later, a film crew arrived from St. Louis
CBS TV News, Channel 4. The Gateway Arch made
a stunning backdrop to Nathaniel’s ever-expanding
leaps that evening!
Thereafter, a devoted company of onlookers began
to form regularly a full half hour before Nathaniel's
daily lift-off time. The growing distance between his
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flying pads seemed only to heighten their
anticipation and excitement.
Yet despite this publicity, there was always silence –
deep and profound – as Nathaniel and his observers
shared their great moment together.
Each afternoon, Nathaniel flew. And each day more
people witnessed his yogic flying practice.
And afterwards, these viewers sped home with the
same urgent goal in mind -- to visit www.tm.org!
Then, a curious thing began to happen. It was
something which Nathaniel could not recall if he had
thought of beforehand.
After two weeks of regular yogic performances, at
the same spot and the same hour, Nathaniel’s flying
pictures had now traveled by internet media many
times around the world.
And so it was that early in the third week – from
separate spots on the globe – fellow yogic flyers
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began to contact Nathaniel, via their local
Transcendental Meditation instruction centers.
They wished to purchase copies of Nathaniel’s
flying pads.
Nobody quite remembered then what came next …
but by the end of the fourth week, a yogic flyer was
reported lifting off independently at Yellowstone
Park -- with the venerable “Old Faithful” geyser in
the background erupting in timed support of her
dynamic hops!
And another had begun – almost simultaneously – to
fly at the foot of the Washington Monument, in the
nation’s capital.
By the following week, the list of public yogic
flying practitioners had gone international.
On the plaza of the Eiffel Tower in France … in
front of St. Basil's Cathedral in Moscow … and even
under a canopy on the sands next to the Great
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Pyramid of Egypt, regular yogic flying was now
taking place.
And significantly, other yogic flyers were now
beginning to join in on these global peace-creating
sessions. Each wore a look of quiet determination on
their face as they sat down for their first public
group flight.
And all wore, as well, the “I Love TM.org” message
-- printed on a small badge on their flying shirts …
or, often, displayed proudly on a colorful armband.
Accordingly, new webpages in many languages
about Maharishi’s Transcendental Meditation were
now added to that comprehensive website.
And thus, the yogic flying assemblies grew in
number and in size.
The visits to www.tm.org were now being tallied in
the hundreds of thousands per day!
Like no form of publicity before, this sequence of
exposure to the Vedic knowledge of Maharishi
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Mahesh Yogi 10 was producing avid seekers of
spiritual enlightenment, who – usually within
minutes of seeing the research on Transcendental
Meditation – would eagerly press the “Apply to
Learn” button on their computer screens... or in their
“TM apps”.
Course-fee financing, and even private sponsorship,
was made available to people of all incomes to learn
TM.
And as Nathaniel had planned, great interest was
being created in yogic flying as well.
One survey showed that a full two-thirds of the new
TM practitioners expressed enthusiasm – after
visiting the associated webpage – in also attending
the advanced TM-Sidhi program, which included
instruction in the practice of yogic flying.
And indeed, “Learn yogic flying…!” is what they
did.
By the beginning of the third month of Nathaniel's
public flying – with growing coverage by the
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Associated Press and by Reuters News Agency on
the proven power of the Maharishi Effect to stop
crime and warfare “at a distance” – newspapers in
cities world-wide were reporting regularly on several
local yogic flying groups.
These gatherings, it was noted by the journalists,
were true peace rallies -- where peace was not just
lauded, but was actually created!
And finally, on June 14, 2008 – with tens of
thousands of new yogic flyers now practicing their
special technique openly on every fair day in cities
across the United States – the Iraq war was halted.
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“Hope is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul … ”
- Emily Dickinson

Chapter Three

“Deborah”
At one such peace gathering, held in San Francisco,
a young woman sat earthbound in a wheelchair.
In her youth, Deborah had fallen ill with a disease
which had left her without the use of her legs. Yet
Deborah, courageously, had overcome her loss in
many ways. She had successfully completed her
secondary education, and had continued on to
college.
Finally, she had graduated with a degree in Fine Arts
from the University of California.
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Deborah was well-liked. She was generally very
happy, in spite of her special trials. In fact, many
people considered Deborah to be one of the sweetest
persons in their life. She was caring and wise beyond
her years.
Always ready to channel her energy to help with a
special cause, Deborah found herself this day seated
among a small group of “hopping” young women.
Although she had always desired to join her friends
in the air, some doubt – perhaps born of long
immobility – seemed to block Deborah’s progress in
this initial step of yogic flying.
Also among the crowd that day were others who
were not intent on helping.
That sincere, but misdirected group had gathered
earlier in the week, after a spirited meeting in a local
house of worship. This yogic flying, they had
decided, was a work of dark forces: it needed to be
stopped!
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Guided by their charismatic leader, the group today
had quietly infiltrated the borderless flying
assembly. Though uncertain of their course of
action, their message – they had decided – would be
“loud and clear”.
As had become usual, many photographers were also
present for this “San Francisco Fly-In”. Parallels to
other peace events held in that city – attended by
some of the reporters themselves in the late sixties –
were inevitable.
Those rallies – successful in the end – had been held
to stop a similar war. In fact, many of the witnesses
that day reflected, “If only we’d had this then.”
The national group flying sessions had now grown
in length. But all of this was still the “first stage” of
yogic flying -- moving forward and returning to
earth. Nobody had yet publicly achieved the second
step -- of hovering in one spot.
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The image was dramatic, therefore, when Deborah
began her TM-Sidhi practice that day.
One minute, she was sitting in her wheelchair -- her
best friend, although in some ways her prison for
life.
The next moment, a cry of excitement traveled
through the crowd!
All eyes focused on – and all hearts enveloped – a
small figure floating fifteen feet in the air. Her long
skirt billowing beneath her in the wind, utter peace
radiated from Deborah’s face.
Cameras clicked, and laughter burst forth at the joy
of the moment. Some would say later that a
shimmering light enclosed the surrounding area.
But Deborah knew nothing of this.
Everything was light to her -- pure and white, and
resonating with the voices of angels … as she
continued to hover above the astonished assembly
for another twenty minutes, before softly landing on
the ground.
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On the edge of the gathering, a small company of
bewildered followers walked away from their leader.
Had not their Lord done something like this, they
were thinking -- something about “healing the
lame”?
They at least were certain that they needed more
information than they had been given.
Perhaps it could be found on the World Wide Web.
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“The sky shone bright with the Sidhas
Who appeared in crowds in all directions.”
- Buddha-Charita, text

Chapter Four

“High Flight!”
To some it seemed a tragic coincidence.
As soon as the first American troops began pulling
out of Iraq, a naval exchange had erupted between
China and Taiwan.
It had followed the destruction – dreadful and
complete – of a Taiwanese battleship in mid-sea.
Instantly, the world froze in fear! It was
inconceivable, of course, that the United States
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would turn its back on Taiwan in the event of a war
with China.
Yet peaceful relations had only been increasing,
previous to this disaster, for this divided and most
populous nation. School children – watching in
Taiwan and in China the daily flying performances
of Nathaniel beneath the St. Louis Arch – had begun
to learn TM.
And, in an example of China's newly-emerging role
as a world peacemaker, the recent calming of strife
between North and South Korea was being
accredited – by many observers – to the diplomatic
efforts of a team of cool-headed negotiators from
Beijing.
Then, suddenly there was this ...
Yuntao was a college student in the city of Yanqing,
Beijing province, to the northwest of China’s
national capital.
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At Yuntao’s institution – as at many others in China
– new research findings on advanced academic
achievement at many schools world-wide now
employing Maharishi's Transcendental Meditation
technique and Consciousness-Based Education 11, 12
was being received with enthusiasm by the
governing school council.
Yuntao and his fellow students had quickly signed
up to learn the TM technique!
And scores of other Chinese students, along with
Yuntao and his friends had traveled to Beijing
shortly afterward to join the first national TM-Sidhi
course.
The people of China had also been following the
progress of Deborah in San Francisco. They cheered
in awe with the crowd each time a replay of
Deborah’s first flight was shown on television.
Many thousands in China would soon begin learning
the TM technique as a state-sponsored program,
according to a popular directive from Beijing!
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And miraculously, the last earth-dire dispute had
been smoothly fading into the past … as Taiwan and
China negotiated publicly toward the creation of a
friendly border.
And then … suddenly … there was this.
China needs a Nathaniel Turner, thought Yuntao, as
he rode his bicycle to class that Thursday morning.
But who could it be?
And where would that person fly?
As Yuntao passed an outlying village home, a
distant mountain came into view.
There, he knew, along a wind-blown ridge climbed a
sinuous band of gray stone. It traveled across that
rugged terrain as bound to the earth as the rocky
shoulders over which it crept.
The Great Wall of China!
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Yuntao stopped his bicycle, once again letting his
mind fathom the immensity of that ancient edifice -the largest human structure ever created … and one
that was a clear symbol to all people on Earth of
mankind’s endless “pas de deux” with fear.
Unexpectedly, Yuntao felt at peace.
He pedaled his bike to the top of the next hill ... and
glided the rest of the way to his campus!
Yuntao was certain of what had to be done. And
now he knew where he would do it.
A week later, a Chinese citizen was standing at a
lookout point on the “Great Wall”, capturing the
view of Beijing’s Taihang Mountains with her
Polaroid camera.
Below, along that wide causeway, a young man with
a backpack had been approaching. Now this traveler
had stopped and was looking about him. He seemed
to be analyzing his location in some way.
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He was very calm, as next he opened his pack and
extracted a thin pad -- a single, woven exercise mat.
Laying this upon the rough masonry of the walkway,
the young man sat down.
Then he closed his eyes and grew very still.
Suddenly, his body lifted in a gentle curve. He rose
ten feet into the air … and then paused.
He was hovering now above the thick retaining wall
directly below him. A moment of excitement passed
over his face … and then his body moved again.
Out across the threshold, and beyond the valley’s
edge, he floated!
And as he moved, a camera shutter clicked …
The image which appeared that night on the Chinese
national TV network left all viewers speechless.
A young college student was suspended in the air,
poised high above the rim of a steep mountain slope.
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Since the picture was supplied anonymously, and no
information was given on its location, an on-line
dialogue soon spread to towns large and small along
the matching section of the Great Wall of China.
Who could link the scenery in that photograph to the
stretch of wall that they knew?
By 1:00 P.M. the next day, the exact location had
been found.
It was in northwest Beijing province.
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Thus, when Yuntao arrived at the wall the following
afternoon, a crowd of supporters had already
assembled.
This time, as Yuntao floated above the Great Wall,
twenty-three video cameras whirred -- capturing the
splendor of the high mountain pass, the clamor of an
updraft cresting its peak.
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And now – as though gracing that sublime spectacle
– shouts of wonder could be heard ... as once again
Yuntao soared out over the valley!
Yet presently, Yuntao did not return to the wall.
Instead, he proceeded across the gorge. He moved
without hesitation or fear -- as does a person with an
important work to be done.
Finally, as he approached the midpoint of the ravine,
Yuntao paused. Turning his body, he oriented
himself toward the southeast.
Once more, Yuntao moved through the air ... only
now without stopping …
Yuntao gained speed as he receded from the crowd.
A swift falcon intercepted his path, as cloud wisps
clutched at his departing form.
He became, at last, as a small kite seen from a far
distance.
Then, the tiny dot of Yuntao’s body disappeared into
a grey mountain mist.
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“But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home … ”
- William Wordsworth

Chapter Five

“Peace”
Yuntao alone knew where he was going.
Yet, although he had informed no-one of the purpose
of his quest, at each resting point along his journey
citizens gathered about him with sustenance and
support.
However, Yuntao never stayed for more than an
hour -- just long enough for a thankful meal and a
short nap. To remain longer was unthinkable -- and,
indeed, undesirable. Yuntao’s time in the air was
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spent in a peace so profound he felt he must be
riding some magic, cosmic jet stream.
And, as had been predicted by Maharishi in the
earliest days of this reborn art, Yuntao never felt the
coldness of the high-atmospheric air through which
he passed. A buffer of warmer air seemed constantly
to enfold him.
Through snow and mountain storms, Yuntao flew on
– in safety, in solitude, and in deep silence – toward
his destination.
And then, one day – as though pre-arranged –
Yuntao was joined by a second flyer.
A third young flyer rose up, silently, to meet Yuntao
in the early dawn the next day.
And now this small group was being met by more
yogic flying experts each time they passed over a
prominent town. By the end of the week – and
without a single question being asked – seventyeight determined flyers were speeding southward, en
route to their grand destiny!
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The flyers were just twenty-five miles from the
Chinese coast when the final contingent joined them
-- in the city of Fuzhou.
News of their brave journey had spread across
China. A national peace rally – being held in their
honor – had drawn over ten thousand new meditators
to this busy port. Among these were several groups
of excellent student flyers – from over 70 secondary
schools – all practicing first or second-stage flight.
Many of those students were just adolescents of
sixteen or seventeen years age.
Yet, like a great plume of rising smoke, they, too,
lifted off with Yuntao that morning ... and aimed
themselves toward the east.
The flyers had begun the final leg of their odyssey -and they were pointed directly toward Taiwan.
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A naval skirmish was in full cry between China and
Taiwan, as the battalion of yogic experts left the
coast.
At first – to the sailors on the battleships and
destroyers positioned off Taiwan – it seemed that a
thousand deaf birds were winging their way toward
the center of the conflict.
As the flyers approached, though, the reality dawned
that these were not birds … but were, in fact, young
men and young women. Fingers froze on artillery
keys … commands fell silent in the throats of
admirals … and all combat ceased.
Would this divine assemblage actually land on their
ships?
They did not land, but continued flying.
Through clearing skies – amidst the dying echoes of
warfare and destruction – onward they flew!
When they came to land over Taiwan’s northern
shore, the yogic flyers, at last, descended into a
hilltop meadow. Quickly, the young heroes ran back
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now, en masse, to peer over the waters of China’s
once oceanic-divide.
Clouds that climbed three miles high hovered over a
scene of strange tranquility, as gulls and herons
swooped and dove.
Across the strait, the guns remained silent.
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“They shall beat their swords into plowshares …
Neither shall they learn war anymore.”
- Isaiah 2:4

Epilogue
It had been almost three months since Yuntao had
set off on his peace mission.
Across China, and throughout Taiwan, thousands of
new flyers were now taking to the air daily in joyous
first flights. During that magnificent summer, in the
United States – and all around the globe! – vast and
spontaneous yogic flying assemblies had brought a
swift end to all remaining earthly warfare.
For the first time in recorded history, the world was
entirely at peace.
Many young people in Taiwan had responded to that
first group of “ambassadors” from China by
escorting them back, gleefully, to the mainland -some even flying arm-in-arm.
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From their side, Chinese officials had declared the
following week an unconditional end of animosities
toward their sister country. And the president of
Taiwan had responded in kind by travelling
immediately to Beijing – on commercial airlines – to
ratify the accord.
However, no agreement was ever signed.
Indeed, it was decided between those now peaceful
nations that a formal treaty – or even an international
boundary – was no longer practical … and was even
less desired.
After all, it was reasoned, what good would a
“defended border” be if it meant pursuing and
imprisoning your own dearest citizens?
And finally, in the end, the great thought was
expressed -- and it echoed clearly to all peoples of
the Earth:
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“With no border to defend, what need is there of
military arms?”
…………………

Nathaniel Turner was flying beneath the Gateway
Arch, when the first “Trans-America Yogic Flying
Peace Excursion” passed through St. Louis -- en
route from San Francisco to New York City.
Nathaniel – despite all the good which he had set in
motion – for some reason had not proceeded to
second or third-stage flight.
But he was in no hurry. Someday, he thought, it will
just happen …
Nathaniel had watched many times, though,
Deborah's first flight in San Francisco. He was
deeply moved – as were countless others – by the
image of this fragile being rising into the air.
And so it was that as he practiced his yogic flying
technique that September day, Nathaniel gazed out
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at what he first thought to be a sky full of
approaching geese -- and something stirred inside.
There, at the front of the formation, the group’s
leader was breaking away … descending in a long
curve toward the Arch grounds. As the figure came
closer, Nathaniel recognized Deborah.
Deborah glided down to within a few feet of
Nathaniel. Sweetness and compassion shone in her
eyes.
Still floating, Deborah came closer to Nathaniel
now. Gently, she reached out her hand … and
Nathaniel reached out, too.
Nathaniel closed his eyes.
The world inside turned to white light! Nathaniel
knew he was rising as a blind man knows when he is
entering a sacred temple. He opened his eyes.
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Deborah was still looking at him. Kindly, she
smiled.
There was a “desire” for them to join the others ...
Would he come?
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Late in the following week, the “southwest flying
contingent” was welcomed by other national
members as they descended into New York’s
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Central Park. Already, 20,000 had arrived … and
hundreds more – from across the country – were
landing each hour!
It would be an event like no other ...
Tents had been raised to house the single ladies. The
men had brought smaller ones – carried on their
backs in transit – which they were setting up now.
Families, too, had prepared their camping supplies
ahead of time -- and young folk were already
chasing about … darting happily in skillful flight
amongst the city’s oldest trees.
Sumptuous food was made available to all without
cost, through the eager courtesy of every restaurant
in Eastern New York State.
Nathaniel strode beside a floating Deborah, as they
absorbed the majesty of the scene.
Angels hovered above the crowd. And emissaries –
dispatched by distant planets – were either on their
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way, or were already in attendance from nearby
craft.
Earth was ready for peace ... and all were ready to
help.
There were so many people, thought Nathaniel, as he
walked -- so many millions had now learned TM!
And now, there was a wish to be alone -- alone with
Deborah ... in the great company of the inner self.
There was so much to talk about ... and so very
many worlds to explore.
“Let’s fly!” said Nathaniel.
“Let’s be invisible ...!” Deborah cried.
They held hands. They closed their eyes. Together,
they rose high in the air.
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The tops of New York’s skyscrapers passed beneath
their feet ...

This would be such fun!
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“A Timetable for Peace”
April 1, 2008 – Nathaniel begins his “Peace Plan”
April 15 – Nathaniel is by now seen daily on the
World Wide Web!
April 17 – Other yogic flyers purchase Nathaniel’s
flying pads
April 26 - 28 – A yogic flyer lifts off at the “Old
Faithful” site in Yellowstone Park, Wyoming
May 3 - 8 – Yogic flying also commences -- near the
Eiffel Tower in Paris; in front of St. Basil's
Cathedral in Moscow; and beside the Great Pyramid
in Egypt
May 11 - 25 – Public “group flying” begins
June 3 – Large flying assemblies are now forming
around the world … and are meeting daily!
June 14 – ++ The Iraq war ends
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June 26 – Yuntao flies for world peace -- third-stage
yogic flying is achieved
June 28 – Yuntao leaves on his great flight
July 3 – Yuntao arrives in Fuzhou, China
July 4 – Young heroes leave for the Formosa Strait
September 14 – Deborah visits the “Gateway Arch”
September 27 – The first “Trans-America Yogic
Flying Excursion” lands in Central Park, New York
City

#

World Peace Flight 1 - Yanqing to Fuzhou, China =
1,025 miles at 10 mph x 17 hrs. per day = 6 days
(express ... with all strong flyers)
#

#

World Peace Flight 2, Segment 2 - St. Louis to
New York City = 871 miles at 10 mph x 8 hrs. per
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day = 13 days, including two days off (easy pace,
with some families … and with many Senior Citizen
flyers!)
--------------A Footnote –
BBC News: “US Flag Ceremony Marks End of Iraq
War Role” 15 December 2011
++
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Special Annex
All the references used in the creation of “A Peace Story”
-- including both Scientific and Artistic interpretations of
Vedic knowledge:
- “Yogic Flying Under the St. Louis Arch” – An artistic
representation by Bill Torrington
*

http://www.billsartbox.com/id294.html
** -

Maharishi University of Management “E-catalogue”
http://www.mum.edu/programs.html

1 – World-wide centers for Transcendental Meditation
instruction
http://www.tm.org/choose-your-country

2 – A Research Paper on the Maharishi Technology of the
Unified Field (Journal of Conflict Resolution, Yale
University - Dec., 1988)
http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/174032?uid=3739640&
uid=2&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21102879349843

3 –Transcendental Meditation for treatment of PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
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http://www.operationwarriorwellness.org/creating-resilientwarriors.html

4 – David George, Infantryman, US Army on
Transcendental Meditation and PTSD (2:34; YouTube)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ki4c-XkYsM

5 – The Maharishi Effect: Successful demonstration of
“an effect for peace”, incl. for the Lebanon War – 1983
https://www.mum.edu/about-mum/consciousness-basededucation/tm-research/maharishi-effect/Summary-of-13Published-Studies

6 - The Golden Domes of Pure Knowledge at Maharishi
University of Management in Fairfield, Iowa
http://www.mum.edu/pdf_goldendomes/0901.pdf

7 - Official website for the Transcendental Meditation
Program (U.S.)
http://www.tm.org

8 – Research on the benefits of Transcendental Meditation
http://www.tm.org/research-on-meditation
http://www.mum.edu/tm_research/journals.html
http://www.mum.edu/pdf_msvs/v06/orme-johnson.pdf

9 – World-wide effects of “large-group practice” of
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the Transcendental Meditation and TM-Sidhi programs
https://www.mum.edu/about-mum/consciousness-basededucation/tm-research/maharishi-effect/reduced-violent-crimein-washington-dc

10 – His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi on the value of
practicing Transcendental Meditation
https://www.mum.edu/about-mum/consciousness-basededucation/

11 – Consciousness-Based Education – Primary and
Secondary application
http://maharishischooliowa.org/
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2013-06/muomtmp060613.php

12 – “A Success Story!” – Transcendental Meditation in
an Inner City School (7:56; YouTube)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yni1REJYK6E

13 – Maharishi University of Management – BA to Ph.D.
https://www.mum.edu/media-and-communications/
https://www.mum.edu/academic-departments/art/degreeprograms/bfa-program/
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Other special links:

Renderings of Yogic Flying –
http://www.billsartbox.com/id436.html

Maharishi Effect for World Peace –
https://www.mum.edu/about-mum/consciousness-basededucation/tm-research/maharishi-effect/Principal-ResearchFindings
https://www.mum.edu/about-mum/consciousness-basededucation/tm-research/maharishi-effect/

Maharishi University of Management catalogue (1974) –

http://issuu.com/pstokstad/docs/miu_catalogue_197475?e=0/1018994
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Afterword – “Something Serene and Noble”
“Here is a beautiful way, natural way for all those
who want a change in society, on a very profound
basis through a very natural path: start spending
15-20 minutes morning and evening in
Transcendental Meditation.

“Transcendental Meditation***
Around the World!” (1:32)

And that’s a very positive contribution that each
man can make, to make a better society.
It is a very quiet, but very powerful method in
order to transform the society from suffering and
problems to a state of happiness, harmony and
progress unrestricted.
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This is something serene and noble. It’s a very
beautiful principle and procedure to bring about a
radical change in society for freedom from
problems.”
- Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Announcing the
Dawn of the Age of Enlightenment
Munich, Germany 1975
--------------***

- “Transcendental Meditation Around the World”

http://www.davidlynchfoundation.org/#video=6gM_s
XiUPvo (5:25)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abWlgBAeIbIorg/
(1:32)

****

- “The Seven Goals of MUM”

https://www.mum.edu/about-mum/insidestory/vision-and-founding-goals/
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- “A Special Appendix: Applications of the
Transcendental Meditation Program in Modern
Society”
*****

http://www.billsartbox.com/A_Peace_Story_Appendi
x_11.18.13.pdf

~ .~
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Copyright 2006 – Most images, plus story (minus
chapter quotes) by Bill Torrington. Please note:
“Central Park” is a restored image. “Statue of
Liberty” base photo is copyrighted by Eric Drost.
Permission is granted to share all author-created
illustrations, using any respectable medium of
transfer, when the following printed or hyperlinked access to the original, academic version of
“A Peace Story” is included:
http://www.billsartbox.com/id403.html

International translations of “A Peace Story”,
truthfully and accurately transposed, are greatly
honored by the author.
First-chapter plate: “Nathaniel and Deborah Yogic
Flying in Central Park” - A sculpture created in
the excellent “Art of the Self ” Course of Professor
Dale Divoky, Art Department, Maharishi
University of Management
Cover design: “Yogic Flying Over the Great Wall
of China” – A computer-translated base image,
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with most detail further enhanced by Bill
Torrington
Illustrations in “A Peace Story” Special Appendix
(pdf attachment) are special Vedic “hyperlinks”.
Please “click” the image for further knowledge of
Maharishi Vedic ScienceTM.
Free AdobeTM E-book reader –
http://www.adobe.com/products/digitaleditions.html
Note: 70% of proceeds from the distribution of “A
Peace Story” is charitably re-invested in the
advancement of Vedic wisdom for the modern age
– as embodied in the **** seven goals of Maharishi
University of Management.

ISBN – 978-1-312-60287-8
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